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Where did Al Jones learn this?
• My Dad, one of Exxon’s Top Real Estate Managers/Commercial Appraiser/Site

Location Analyst/Site Buyer-Developer through 2 booms and 2 busts over a region
roughly the size of Western Europe.   Exxon wanted him to manage everything
they had in the Western Half of North America, many millions of acres, back
when they were the biggest company in the world, very wise man I should have
listened to more.

 
• My Grandfathers, one in the middle of oil boomtowns and ag bustvilles/Dustbowl

for 50 years  in Wyoming, Montana, and Kansas.   The other saw the Bustville of
Germany in World War I where millions starved to death and then the Weimar
inflation where a loaf of bread could cost millions, then farm implement booms in
Europe and the Midwest,  the Great Depression, and mining booms and busts as a
mine developer.  

 
• My sister who was a San Diego realtor during their boom and has been in the

Beltway during the $800 billion in federal spending for that 20 year boom there.
 
• My city that’s been through continual booms and busts and the several hundred

other communities I’ve worked with at length, some had been Bustvilles since the
1920’s.   Many smart people living there have shared their keen observations.  

 
• I’ve done recruitment of companies for 24 years, been in recruited companies’



The Biggest Differences for a Site Selector 
Between  Boomtowns vs. Bustvilles

• UTTER  DESPERATION:  

• In a Bustville, your project is usually the ONLY hope they have, in
their minds at least, AND are doing any work on (dormant possibilities
are surprisingly common.)  

   So your negotiating range is far greater.  Time is against the community’s leaders to get something going.  It’ll be heavily reported in
local media too, adding naïve pressure on the locals.    

 
• UTTER DISTRACTION:  
• In a Boomtown, your project is ONE OF MANY competing for the same

overwhelmed infrastructure capacity.  
• Realtors can play off multiple buyers on prime, marginal, or awful sites.   Values are inflating crazily, so dithering means losing

or paying far more  than earlier estimates, values that can’t be sustained by actual sales become the norm.   Local media is
skeptical and ignores your project while the community’s leaders are exhausted, distracted, jubilant, getting rich(er), and think
themselves business geniuses.  



Site Selection in 
the State of Delusion

• More often than not the community, econ.
Development staff/board, Chamber, etc. don’t
realize they’re in a growing boom or a long
bust.   It’s intensely personal experiences,
rather than data driven, and obliviousness is
the way to bet.  

 
• Booms are assumed to be forever because that

would be so much more convenient, or about
to imminently collapse by people irritated by
the boom’s effects on themselves.



What’s a Bustville?

• A major economic driver that’s highly
VISIBLE has hit a rough patch or fatal wall
that lasts for years or kills it in that region.  
Rarely for the reasons “everyone” thought.  

        LOCAL HOPE HAS BEEN LOST.  
• Just one cluster of many may be bust or the entire community is, most places

have some clusters booming while others are busted.
 
Always Find Out Why did that go bust here?  

1. Unsustainable or unmatchable prices (easy to blame, easy to admit, sometimes
true.)

2. Acquired, stripped, and closed key business (more common than you’d think,
often leaves a lot of good workforce, facilities, supply chain available.)

3. Run into the ground by management, investors, local supply chain, regulators, or
employees (town never wants to tell you about these, often doesn’t know.)



Some of the Classic Big Busts

• Black Plague kills 30-50% of European
populations, repeatedly.  Resulting labor
shortage changes everything (Magna Carta,
windmills, etc.)

• Textile Mills Leaving New England for the
Deep South (1930’s-1980’s) leave dying “mill
towns” up North and move thousands from
hard scrabble Southern farms to regular
paychecks and town living.

• Demise of the Steelmakers when the Mesabi
Range iron ore deposit played out (1950’s),
requiring rebuilding steel mills for taconite.  



What is a Boomtown? 
(or A Booming Industry Cluster, Often Amid Declining Clusters.)

•ONE industry cluster of the regional economy is drawing substantial
new sales AND even more is drawing mostly ignorant speculator’s
investment so it’s flooded with capital and job-seekers driving up site and
operating costs beyond what actual sales/margins can pay for.   The
dollars rolling into that sector or cluster are percolating through the
lagging indicators (retail sales, house prices, tax collections, dining and
drinking, charities, public works…) .    Many local clusters will slow or
fade away simultaneously in the same community.

 

• The Really Scary Booms are purely Real Estate Development-driven Booms on the shaky
assumption of growing demand that can pay ever higher prices and quite quickly.   The sheer
number of real estate agents, mortgage lenders, and real estate developers seems to be the critical
mass, not actual, sufficient influxes of new or trading-up residents.   Phoenix, Henderson/Las
Vegas, Florida, San Diego, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Sacramento, Portland, Montana, Hawaii,
Manhattan,  Atlanta,  Texas  have been frequent examples of these booms repeatedly.  



Early Boomtown Indicators

1. Unaffordable Housing for Working
Population & Local Incomes

2. Huge new publicly-funded projects just
getting underway after years of optimism

3. Everybody’s selling or investing in real
estate with even idiots making quick profits

4. Who gets hired keeps declining in quality
while new faces dominate.  Everybody just
got here!

5. Nobody thinks they got lucky and assumes
the boom will last as long as it’s convenient to



America’s Most Notorious Boomtowns 
(or places where the busts in some clusters are mostly ignored like crazy relatives.)

1. Silicon Valley  1920’s- series of reinforcing electronics-based booms
from radio and power transmission, instrumentation, avionics/aerospace,
transistors, semi-conductors, microprocessors, software,
DARPAnet/Internet, venture capital, video games, animated films,  

2. San Francisco  1848- series of disparate booms and the Pacific’s
Trade/Asian markets

3. Los Angeles 1930’s- oil, real estate, movies, aviation, defense
electronics, consumer electronics, music,

4. Manhattan  1650’s-many major industry clusters, some are always
booming-furs, real estate, financial services, law, sugar refining, cotton
brokering,  slave trade, insurance, publishing, music, theater, radio,
television, garment-making, magazines, advertising agencies, computing

5. Boston  1630’s-many clusters, winding down though  
6. Chicago  1850’s-many clusters, drawing on the whole Upper Midwest
7. Pennsylvania & Ohio Oil Boom 1859-1950’s
8. Texas & Oklahoma Oil Boom 1890’s-
9. Seattle 1890’s- now many clusters, once boom and bust with Boeing



20 Emerging Booms



Re-Emerging Booms



Boom or Bust Wages Test
• Do you have to pay high wages for any job with many employees

explained only by sheer desperation in too small of a local labor pool?
 BOOM!  

 
• Can You Pay Wages 20-50% below national averages draw good people?

 BUST!  

 



The Lautman (Mark)* Corollary to the Boom or Bust Wages Test:

• In places where the Bust has been going on
for decades if not generations, most of the
population isn’t in the workforce anymore, is
often in family businesses unlikely to leave,
and few skilled or desirable employees are
available.  

 
• Low Unemployment AND Low Wages with

mostly stagnant or shrinking local businesses
are the key indicators.

 



Boom or Bust?
Real Estate Indicators

 
 

1. Rents for houses and apartments are either very high or very low considering
their condition, construction cost, age, and how many are available.

 
2. Excellent retail sites on key arterial roads are available FOR ANY USE and

cheap (bust) or priced by the square foot to blur the cost if available at all with
only high volume retail probably able to cover those land costs, often not them
either.  Land speculators with wildly unsustainable land price fantasies are
everywhere, though including busted out places.  Often sites appear available
because greedy idiots own them and have overpriced them forever.

 
3. Large abandoned buildings with considerable parking on arterial roads with full

infrastructure in place are available, cheap or free, and have been out of use for
many years.  BUST!  

 
4. If you have to build it and its infrastructure at premium costs  you’re either in a

BOOMtown  or you’re overwhelming a BUSTville.



Welcome to Wherever 
Someone Thought You Ought to Take a Look Here.

• Arrived at the airport:
1. How worn and shabby is it?  
2. Mostly built in the 1950’s-1970’s or is most of it recent vintage?  
3. What airlines have bet on the community right now and how many flights and to

where pass through?

• Drove In to Town:
4. Wal-mart Supercenter? Target Supercenter?  
5. Big Home Depot or Lowes?  
6. Or Empty 1950’s-1970’s shopping malls and lots of empty “big box”

stores in the 20,000-60,000sq.ft. sizes?
7. Shuttered or busy factories and warehouses?

 

 



Figuring Out a Bustville

• Are all of the big fish in that small or big pond gone, disengaged,
receptive, or actively hostile to what you want to do there?    Who are you
introduced to and who appears to be screened away from you?

 

• Was it through NO fault of Bustville’s, or comes from many, ongoing
bad choices that have trapped them and keep recurring?  i.e. corruption,
labor relations, regulations, transportation gaps, arson, crime rate, fleeing
workforce, emissions caps, problematic inputs, unpredictable local government,
 protestors/litigants, lack of investment in infrastructure for decades.   Not
admitting to this, outright lying, or careful distraction is nearly universal
on this.

 
 



But the unemployment stats for here said…

• As Mark Lautman astutely points out (read his book) low unemployment more often indicates
few workers still hanging around for few jobs, without hope you move.  
– So many Bustville communities and regions will have what looks like a robust economy

based on the official unemployment numbers (underemployment and low-wage/no future
jobs will be the common reality so take a look at WHAT folks here do and what they earn
for it.

– In a Boomtown there are lots of good jobs being aggressive advertised by every means
possible and what are lousy jobs most places are pegged at surprising wages, i.e.
McDonalds counter jobs paying $18/hr..

– In a Bustville they’ll talk about how they could somehow retrain the folks who’ve stuck
around into the ideal skilled workers in an incredibly short time and how they’ll work for
considerably less than what these skilled jobs pay in most places as place-bound, desperate
worker.

– In a boom town they’ll admit what wages it’ll take to draw and keep skilled, semi-skilled,
and raw workers while evading questions about workforce housing availability and costs.  



Booms We’ve Forgotten
• Greater New York City:  Sugar Refining, Rum Distilling, Cotton Brokering & Financing, Slave

Financing, Railroad Financing, Far West Fur Trade, Apparel Mfg. , Automobile Mfg. , Shipbuilding,
Magazine & Newspaper Publishing, Television Networks, Radio Networks, Movie & TV Production,
Advertising Agencies, Theater,  Higher Education, Book Publishing,  Diamonds & Jewelry Making,
Brewing,  Food Processing, Candymaking, Television Mfg.,  Stereo Mfg. ,  Airport Hub, Investment
Banking,  Life Insurance  Underwriters, Bond Underwriters,  Law Firms,  Stock Brokerats, Financial
Media, Conventional and Export Banking,  Department Stores, Chain Stores,  Art, Music, Professional
Sports,  Hotels, Dining, Horseracing,  Criminal Gangs, Smuggling, Gambling…

• Greater Los Angeles:  Oil Production & Refining,  Aircraft Manufacturing, Aerospace,  Defense
Electronics,  Music Recording,  Moviemaking, Television Production,  Plastics Mfg. ,  Venture
Financing,  Television Mfg., Stereo  Mfg., Food Processing,  Heavy Construction, Shipbuilding ,  

• Greater Chicago:   Meatpacking & Feedlots,  Lead Smelting & Mining,  Brewing,  Grain Storage &
Trade,  Great Lakes Shipping,  Radio Networks, Advertising Agencies,  Architectural Firms,
 Skyscrapers,  Wholesaling,  Sears,  Insurance,  Railroad Hub, Airport Hub…

• Greater Philadelphia:    Wagon-building,  Bond Underwriting,  Department Store s,  Shipbuilding,
 Locomotive Mfg., Pianomaking,  Scientific Research,  Magazine Publishing,  

• Greater Pittsburgh:  Steelmaking,  Oil Refining & Exploration,  Coal Mining & Coal Coking,
Chemical Production,  Metalcasting,  Glassmaking,  Industrial Research Labs,  Investment Banking,
 Banking, Philanthropy,  Carbide, Aluminum  Refining/Smelting…

• Greater Detroit:  Fur Trade,  Wagon & Carriage Mfg. ,  Logging & Lumber,  Iron
 Smelting,/Steelmaking, Copper Smelting,  Great Lakes Shipping, Bootlegging,/Smuggling,
 Boatbuilding,  Automaking, Auto Parts  Making,  Aircraft Mfg. ,  Bus Mfg., Locomotive Mfg.,   Aircraft
and Diesel Engine Mfg.,   Music Recording,…



Moving Your People & Keeping Them :  
Move to Bustville

1. Houses and apartments will usually be cheaper, if they exist thereabouts. Bustville recruiters that ignore
there’s far too few unoccupied houses or apartments for your workforce are far too common (they assume
it’ll force you to only hire locals regardless of qualifications if they think about it all.)    

 
2. Building new houses and apartment buildings is often problematic either because the mortgage would

greatly exceed the appraised value of a new house there and/or the builders, subs, lumberyards, etc. have
long ago disappeared.

 
3. Schools will have lots of capacity but are usually old and decrepit with a focus on sports for distraction,

heavy partying culture for drugs and alcohol use, and narrow curriculums at best.   But safer and often a
walkable distance from home to school.  But leaving familiar schools, particularly high school, can stop a
job transfer at the family dinner table.

 
4. Few or no jobs available for spouses or teenagers, again the town won’t mention it but your employees

relying on 2 incomes have to.
 
5. Your current wages and benefits can make you the employer of choice for a sizable commuting region,

letting you hire the cream of the local labor pool and retain them until retirement.  A lot of firms reduce
the wage to local averages to throw away that recruiting/retention advantage and make transferring
existing employees there especially problematic.  



Moving Your People & Keeping Them :  
The Move to Boomtown

• Housing is wildly overpriced, if available at all.  Locals chuckle when you ask.  Getting trapped with a
crazy mortgage if the bust hits can wreck your people and those it’s happened to before (i.e.2007-10) will
be quite wary about moving there.

 
• Good-paying jobs with rapid promotions are extremely available to your people’s spouses and kids so

that’s a much easier sell and sometimes trumps the housing pricing.   Often people with impressive and
fast-track work histories were in a boom labor market rather than that awesome.

 
• Schools are usually crowded but new .  The influx of newcomers breaks up the cliques that towns with

stagnant populations develop so intensely.   There’s more for kids to do because the newcomers bring
diverse expectations and energies.  

 
• Infrastructure and roads are overwhelmed with maybe new ones being built or you just live with it (Los

Angeles’ roads were overwhelmed by the late 1930’s,
 
• Hiring locals will be harder than expected and rapid adjustments on wages essential to hire anyone or keep

the good ones.  If you send managers with poor people skills/jerks, it can be impossible to stay staffed at
all.  

 
• Getting things built, fixed, modified, installed, or delivered gets very erratic as those same people are

constantly hired away, can’t afford the rising housing costs, are new hires with little training or backup
since their foreman quit too.   Everything will take longer and cost more than the Home Office thinks is
acceptable.



Warnings for Boomtown 
& Bustville Sites Alike

• The local realtor’s always got a bunch of schemes for how you’ll impact their other properties
and very little regard for impacts on your operation (i.e. no traffic lights at key intersections, very
distant infrastructure, NIMBY residents, emissions caps, etc. )

 
• In Boomtowns, your project may well be ignored by ED, Chamber, local media, permitting

staff, construction estimators, civil engineering firms, landowners, and potential suppliers.
 There’s just too much going on and much of it bigger.   That can also evade a lot of NIMBY
resistance as they’re distracted or distraught too.

 
• In Bustvilles, your project may be the only hope many have and the only thing many have to

work on, talk about, or fret over.  NIMBY and resistance to change or loss of being the big
ducks in a small pond emerge no matter how swell the project is.   Media will cover it far too
much, easy story and not much else going on so public relations pro’s are essential.    You may
find it an overlooked oases or discover the hidden reasons why it’s declined or stagnated.

 
• In Boomtown, the infrastructure they’re telling you about may well not be built yet and often

doesn’t have funding in place yet.  
 
• In Bustville the infrastructure may have lots of available capacity but be forgotten (especially to

industrial sites or old developments) or in poor repair/need of replacement (water and
wastewater treatment plants, lifting stations, firetrucks, and substations especially.)


